
Exenta ERP, an Aptean Fashion 
Software Solution

Digitalize Your 
Supply Chain
Simplify supply chain processes with a modern 
ERP solution.
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To stay ahead in the fashion apparel industry, it is essential to have an integrated digital supply chain. 
Exenta ERP, an industry-focused enterprise solution, manages your entire business and supply chain by 
spanning traditional software categories. This modern ERP system supports your apparel business by 
making it easy to manage business processes and provides easy access to real-time data across the 
supply chain.

Benefits of Exenta ERP
› Increase operational efficiency

› Effectively manage inventory levels

› Increase inventory accuracy

› Improve visibility and service

› Reduce chargebacks

› Master omnichannel fulfillment
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Exenta ERP provides real-
time data on one easy to  
use, cloud-based platform. 
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“We needed a scalable solution with out of the box functionality that could accommodate 
our current and future needs. We demoed a long list of competing ERP systems.  

Exenta’s broad and deep functionality set, along with its superior technology platform  
stood out from the competition. Exenta was an easy choice.”

Jeremy Husk, CFO, Koi Design

“Using an apparel related ERP is key for any apparel or soft goods manufacturing  
entity, because we have unique operational and administrative needs. First and foremost, 

Exenta’s grid system is very user-friendly for apparel manufacturing, and that’s been  
essential to improving order accuracy and saving time.”

Carrie Bovender, CEO and Owner, Grand Forest
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Key Features 
Exenta ERP Constructs a Digital Supply Chain with These Key Features

› Enterprise resource planning

» Streamline Order-to-Cash

» Improve Financial Controls

» Automate Key Processes

› Product lifecycle management

» Streamline Development Cycle

» Reduce Product Costs

» Track and Manage Calendar

› Materials requirements planning

» Manage Import/Mfg Plans

» Improve Accuracy of Buy Plans

» Optimize Deliveries and Inventory

› Shop floor control

» Real-time Visibility/Control

» Increase Productivity/Efficiency

» Speed On-Time Deliveries

› Supply chain management

» Reduce Cycle Times Costs

» Improve Visibility Control

» Improve Testing and Quality

› Warehouse management

» Reduce Inventory Levels

» Increase Inventory Accuracy

» Reduce Chargebacks/Returns

› Electronic Data Interchange

» Adobe Illustrator Plug-in

» Data Import Suite

» Mobile-First Design

› Financial Management

» Optimize Management

» Reporting Streamline Receivable & Payables

» Ensure Accounting Standards Compliance
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Automate Critical Processes with an Industry-focused 
ERP Solution
In today’s competitive and fast-paced business environment, fashion and consumer product companies must 
quickly respond to shifting consumer preferences and marketplace demands. Traditionally defined seasonal 
calendars are being replaced by continuous development cycles that deliver greater and more frequent product 
innovation. Owned and operated production has given way to complex global supply chain operations. Order 
management and fulfillment is far more demanding in the era of omnichannel retailing. 

To address these new realities and build sustainable success, retailers, brands, and manufacturers know that 
they must leverage the latest information technology to streamline processes and manage costs. Unfortunately, 
far too many companies are failing to realize the full potential of their technology investments due to the fact 
that much of the industry’s software is still based on code written circa 1980. 

By integrating processes and information, this end-to-end solution empowers apparel, footwear, accessory 
and related businesses with more responsive internal and supply chain operations, better informed decision-
making and higher levels of collaboration and customer satisfaction that drive increased sales and margins. 

In contrast to existing ERP and best-of-breed software that requires complex customization and integration, 
Exenta is an industry-focused enterprise solution that manages the entire business and supply chain by 
spanning traditional software categories.



Are you Ready to 
Learn More?
Interested to see how Exenta’s premium 
fashion software can help transform your 
business?

Request a free demo today at  
www.exentago.com/demo-request.
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About Aptean 
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain 

solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions 

serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, 

services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed. 

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.




